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I enjoyed this project because it allowed me to be creative without guidelines or 
boundaries. It gave me a chance to grow and challenge myself as an aspiring interior designer. I 
taught myself how to use two computer design programs, SmartDraw and Chief Architect Room 
Planner, which will aid in my future career. I was also able to improve my communication skills 
through the interviews I conducted with students. 
The space that proved to be most difficult was the dorm room. The new floor plans and 
renderings can be seen in the top center of my poster. Students desired more space in their 
roughly 12’ x 14’ rooms, but realistically expanding the space just isn’t possible. Instead, I 
considered new furniture options that would take up the least amount of space in comparison to 
the bulky beds and desks that are in the dorm rooms currently. Bunk beds are a great option if a 
student is willing to give up some of their personal space. I also considered another option in 
which the non-load bearing wall would come down and allow for separate beds with built-in 
desks and storage. The small space was definitely limiting but I think both reconceptualized 
dorm rooms are worth considering. 
The new and improved classroom floor plan and rendering can be seen just below and to 
the left of the dorm room plans. The major issues in the classroom currently are its lack of 
storage and nonfunctional layout. This is a classroom for textile and design students so it houses 
hundreds, if not thousands, of textile samples and sample books. However, its lack of storage 
means the samples are strewn about with no organization whatsoever. I added floating shelves to 
store textbooks and walls of lower and upper cabinets with pull outs to solve this issue. The 
current layout of the classroom is not at all functional, with some students even saying they were 
scared that they wouldn’t get out in the event of an emergency. I shifted the orientation of the 
classroom and added shorter tables to allow for more space to freely move about. 
To the right of that are the graphics of the final space I redesigned, the Fine Arts Center 
common area. This is a space that has so much potential to be a great spot to hang out and study 
in between classes. The floor to ceiling windows bring in so much light yet students still find it 
to be a cold, dull, even creepy area. The first thing I did was add rugs in each corner to dictate 
each space and bring in some warmth. Two areas have comfortable chairs and a sofa to hang-out 
and chat with friends between classes. One corner has a couple tables and chairs to do homework 
and study. There’s tons of wall space to hang up student artwork and add personal touches to the 
room. A currently bare, dreary space was redesigned to be comfortable and inviting. 
